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Apprehending the Shadows 
 
 

It was five o‟clock in the morning, nearly all residents of Nyaya tipper garage area 

were awake, and as such, the area was already buzzing with activities for the day‟s 

work. From the food seller to the newspaper vendor and to the provision stores 

everywhere had opened. 

 However, this was not case for Kolawole and his team who had spent the whole 

night preparing for a major transaction that involved hefty cash. He gave prior 

importance to this deal because the buyer was a new customer and as such, he 

wanted to make a good first impression; this he thought will aid keeping the 

customer.  

The team had only seven people and thus the decision as to who will make the 

delivery was not supposed to be a problem. However, whoever thought that was 

wrong, as Oga Kola as the group knows him, had taken a very long time making 

this decision.  

At first, he thought of sending Sharon, the only female member of the team 

available at that time. He however dismissed the idea because he feared she might 

double cross him. She had been with the team from the inception five years ago 

when he founded the group naming it “The Shadows” and thus she knows all the 

ins and outs of the business. 

Next, he thought of sending Ifeanyi who had joined them a few months ago. He 

threw this thought as well even before it could reach the top of his head. For some 

obvious reasons he does not trust Ify either. 

„It‟s too early to entrust a lifetime deal like this in his hands when I barely know 

him,‟ he told himself considering the amount of money involved.  

He was getting perplexed with the results of his thoughtful measurements. He 

always finds getting the right person to run such errands hard since both Gbenga 

and Haruna were not together with them now. They had travelled to Benin 
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Republic to get more products in store as their warehouse was running dry and 

they hate disappointing clients.   

However, before long, Kola laughed silently to himself exposing his dental set that 

is half eaten away by excessive drinking and kola nut consumption. A slight look 

to his face and you would easily conclude that a great idea is cooking in his head. 

Godwin! 

„That‟s the guy,‟ he told himself aloud. 

 Godwin is the son of Kola‟s late friend Joel Okoro and he left him in the care of 

Kola when he died a couple of years ago. Last year when Godwin turned twenty 

Kola thought it was time to introduce him to the group. Since he joined the group, 

he passed all loyalty and faithfulness tests. He is the youngest member of the 

group.  

Before his racing mind could go far, Kola summoned Godwin and explained the 

details of the delivery bit by bit, stressing the importance of the deal along the line. 

This was the first time Godwin will go on a delivery on his own, he usually 

accompany either Haruna or Gbenga thus this was the first time he was hearing 

the in-depth details of the deal. 

Kola usually kept details away from any member who was not directly involved in 

a deal. This he did in a bid to enhance anonymity and prevent double crossing by 

the others. He learned this lesson the hard way when a former member tried to 

hand him over to National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA) officers; he 

narrowly escaped losing his Kado estate apartment in the process. Because of this, 

he trusts no one; not even members of “the shadows”. Kola and his group have 

been in the business of selling illicit drugs for five years and have added Indian 

hemp to their product list recently.  

    

The order was for ten kilograms of assorted weed (Indian hemp). Oga Kola has 

finished discussing the deal specifics with Danlami who was the buyer and they 

agreed that the delivery be in a suitcase in order to deter attention at the 
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checkpoints. The time was set for half past ten but Godwin left their crib early 

speeding in Kola‟s maroon Toyota Camry car. He left early partly because he 

needed to survey the meeting point early enough for any presence of police or 

NDLEA officers and partly because of the unpredictable nature of traffic on the 

road to the city especially during those hours when workers who reside outside the 

city troop in for the day‟s work. The venue for the delivery was a restaurant named 

“Royal Eateries” and it was along airport road, Abuja, Nigeria.  

Upon arrival, Godwin parked the car out of sight and took a good survey of the 

entire surrounding. Having arrived early being lucky to have met less traffic on the 

way he had a quarter of an hour before the slated time. He went to a nearby shop, 

bought pop corn, and ate it in the car as time flew. From the hidden place, he 

parked the car he could peep and see if the customer had turned up. At exactly a 

minute to the time, he saw a man matching the descriptions he received from 

Kola, tall, dark, slim, and holding a grey briefcase approaching the restaurant. He 

briskly popped out of his hiding place and started towards the man.  

„You must be Danlami, right?‟ enquired Godwin politely.  

„And you must be Godwin.‟ Danlami said as they shook hands.  

„Oga Kola sent me your description,‟ Danlami added as they walked towards the 

restaurant.  

„Is the package in the restaurant?‟ Danlami asked with a rather impatient tone. 

Godwin shook his head to indicate a no and replied with matching tone 

suppressing his sudden anxiety: 

„It‟s in the car that is where we shall do the hand off when I receive the cash‟ as he 

turned and starting to walk towards the car. When they reached the car, Danlami 

looked a little relieved and he handed the briefcase to Godwin and demanded for 

the package. Upon reception of the cash, Godwin took the suitcase and handed it 

over to him.  

After checking it, he got out of the car. Godwin followed and the two men 
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exchanged pleasantries. 

„It‟s nice doing business with you, hope there is a next time,‟ Godwin said as the 

two men shook hands once more. 

„Same with me and please do tell Oga Kola, am impressed!‟ replied Danlami as he 

got on his way. 

Godwin sighed with relief as he went back into the car. However, even before he 

started the car, he heard shouts and recognised the voice of Danlami amongst 

others. While he was still trying to decipher what was going on, he was caught 

from the back and the next time he turned only to see Danlami seated next to him 

in the back seat of a Toyota hilux. He saw other officers behind then in Kola‟s car. 

Then he shook his head knowing that he was in trouble. NDLEA officers had 

caught them.   

Godwin did not realise that they had arrived; the journey to the NDLEA office had 

taken too little time he thought although he spent the whole time thinking about 

the sort of trouble he had gotten into. Upon arrival at the office, half a dozen other 

officers came out and joined in taking them in. At this, they were shown into the 

office. Then he was led to a detention cell. At this point, he looked around trying to 

find Danlami and was shocked to see him standing with some officers. That is the 

bombshell, Danlami was an NDLEA officer and the whole deal was a set up in a 

bid to reach the shadows. 

**************************************************************************** 

At the crib, Kola was uneasy. He had been that way since noon when he presumed 

Godwin should be back. 

„Something is wrong. I never imagined Godwin can betray me.‟ He said to himself, 

pacing restlessly around. He tried both Godwin and Danlami‟s numbers but both 

were switched off.  

„Had Godwin whom I trusted really double-crossed me?‟  
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After two hours of trying the numbers, he got Danlami on the phone and hurriedly 

enquired of Godwin‟s whereabouts to which Danlami replied with a No. 

„I haven‟t seen him since I left after the delivery around eleven o‟clock. I hope he is 

fine. He is such a good boy,‟ Danlami added. 

Kola thanked him and got off the line. At this point, he had concluded that 

Godwin had double crossed him and run away with the money since the delivery 

took place. 

About half an hour later Godwin still shaken by the Danlami situation, was taken 

from the detention cell where they had kept him and was led to an interrogation 

room. The room was sophisticated looking; recording equipments were set, the 

camera and tape recorder were on the table. They tied him into a seat deep inside 

the room close to go to the back wall. Before his mind could settle, he noticed that 

unlike interrogation rooms he has seen in movies that this one had two seats 

facing him. While he was still pondering on what could happen next, the door 

opened and two officers walked in, he was even more bewildered seeing that one 

of the officers was Danlami. His suspicion is true! 

Danlami switched on the camera, pressed the record button on the tape and then 

started. 

„Introductions first, I am Danlami Shehu, Area Commandant of the NDLEA, 

Abuja Zone and with me is‟ pointing to the lady he came in with. 

„Shade Greg, working in the Interrogation Department of the NDLEA.‟ she said in 

a rather quiet voice. 

„Now tell us your name.‟ She added almost immediately staring at Godwin. 

„My name is Godwin Okoro.‟ He answered, his voice clearly exposing his shaky 

state. 

„Calm down Mr. Okoro,‟ Danlami puts in seeing noticing how alarmed he was. 

„Besides you are not the one we are looking for. Your name is not on our watch list‟ 
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Shade added contributing in stabilizing him. 

„Now Mr. Okoro, let‟s make this easy for everyone, firstly I want you to understand 

that you have been caught selling Indian hemp which is illegal and as such you are 

facing prison time but seeing how young and vibrant you are we have decided to 

offer you a deal. Executive pardons in exchange for your cooperation in helping us 

nab the rest of your gang,‟ Danlami said stopping abruptly.  

„You have six hours to make a decision whether you are going to jail or you decide 

to help us and be set free.‟ Shade added calmly as they stood up to leave. 

They left him to think. As a kid his dad provided everything, he needed and as 

such, he thought of nothing. Since he was introduced to the group, he received 

every instruction from Kola and rarely used his thinking cap as most of the things 

he handled were minor issues that require no deep thought. Here he was fully on 

his own with a big decision facing him. He has never betrayed anyone and has 

faithfully passed all of Kola‟s loyalty tests. 

„This business we are doing is illegal. I have never lived as a criminal all of my life 

and I won‟t die a criminal.‟ He said to himself sounding resolute about his 

decision to help the officers and get freed. 

 

At about half past seven in the evening, Godwin was seating in the detention cell 

when an officer came and led him back into the interrogation room. This time 

around, both Danlami and Shade had sat down waiting for him. The very second 

he stepped into the room, he noticed that there was a file tagged „confidential‟ on 

the table in front of Danlami.  

Shade turned the camera on and started the recorder. 

„Please sit down.‟ Danlami said to Godwin, as his hands were untied for the first 

time since the arrest.  

„What is your decision concerning our offer?‟ Shade asked breaking into Godwin‟s 
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newfound comfort.  

We are here with the pardon documents ready for you and we also have the 

cooperation blueprint ready for your signature if you decide to help us.‟ Danlami 

added with a serious tone.  

Without further waste of time, Godwin signed the document after which he they 

took into protective custody where he was to stay as until the operation was over. 

  

The shadows had been on the top of NDLEA‟s watch list but since they lost them a 

couple of years ago, they seemed to have gone off the grid and below NDLEA‟s 

radar. The gang was living up to its name; you only notice their presence when 

they had long been gone. This time the NDLEA led by Danlami has come so close 

that they don‟t want to miss out on them anymore. This prompted the request 

they laid that an executive pardon be granted to Godwin in order to secure his 

cooperation. 

**************************************************************************** 

On the other hand, the crib where the shadows were perching for the summer had 

increased in size. Omolola, a member who was on an assignment to Portharcourt 

was back. She joined Sharon in her section for the night. Ifeanyi who had spent 

the whole day in cleaning the warehouse was tired and went to bed early too. Kola 

was left all alone; he couldn‟t sleep. He was thinking up solution to the current 

problem. He had made up his mind that whenever a deal go wrongly will just run 

away and that was how he got away a couple of years ago when the NDLEA almost 

caught him. The case was somehow different now he couldn‟t go because the stock 

Haruna and Gbenga meant a whole lot to him. He wanted to go big and thus was 

willing to take the risk. He finally decided to leave when they arrive. He packed a 

few properties having decided to leave the rest to deceive anyone who may come 

looking for him that he is coming back there.  

„To catch me one needs to practice by holding olive oil in his hand without losing 

it.‟ He said smiling mischievously after which he went to bed.   
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**************************************************************************** 

The next morning, a charter was released for all field agents of the NDLEA to 

come to the office. It took no time for the office to be crowded with officers who 

were still in the dark concerning the impeding operation. Upon arrival, Danlami 

called all the officers and selected forty of them for the operation; ten of these 

were the same officers he used during the arrest of Godwin. The remaining 

officers were to stand by at the office to be called in case backup is needed. Having 

got the location and description of the crib from Godwin, Danlami and Shade 

along with other senior officers had stayed late the previous night and devised the 

strategy for the operation all that was needed was for the remaining officers to be 

briefed.  

Addressing the crowd of officers, Danlami started „we have come close in nabbing 

one of our high profile targets, Mr. Kolawole Bayo leader of the shadows who 

slipped through our hands a couple of years ago. We don‟t have time for details 

but all I can tell you is that we have his current location and that is the venue for 

the operation. The location is a flat on the adjacent side of Bisi‟s Complex, Nyanya 

tipper junction area‟ 

„This is the approach plan. The forty officers have been divided into four groups 

and we shall approach the location in four directions. Every officer should be 

careful as we need them alive plus we don‟t want to cause a panic in the 

neighbourhood, fire only when you are in danger and stick to your groups. You 

can check your group with Ademola at the reception,‟ Danlami added conclusively. 

**************************************************************************** 

Meanwhile, in the shadows camp, Ifeanyi was instructed to go and collect the 

package that Haruna and Gbenga were bringing to take it to their Kuje warehouse. 

He left so early for Jabi Park in the city. Sharon and Omolola had to wake up early 

too; they needed to prepare breakfast as Haruna an Gbenga would come. Only 

Oga Kola was sleeping having spent the largest part of the previous night awake. 

The ladies were enjoying themselves as Omolola was telling Sharon about her trip. 

She went to Portharcourt for a delivery but was smart and landed another client as 

well. 
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„I won‟t tell Oga Kola until he pays the money,‟ she said boastfully. 

 

About a quarter to eight, the bus arrived and Ifeanyi who had spent almost an 

hour waiting for them jumped to his feet and started searching for them. He 

spotted them quickly and raced towards them in the groups other car, a Honda 

civic.  

„You guys are welcome. How was your trip?‟ he asked collecting the briefcase from 

Haruna  

„It was nice man, had it been we were not able to seal the deal, we will gladly stay 

there.‟ Haruna answered smiling back. 

„What are Oga Kola‟s instructions?‟ Gbenga asked with a lion‟s growl. 

„You guys are to go home while I take the package to our Kuje warehouse after 

which I will join you guys at the crib.‟ Ifeanyi answered irritated by Gbenga‟s tone. 

„I will love to hear the entire trip gist when I return so as to get even with Sharon 

who is getting the whole gist of Omolola‟s trip since yesterday.‟ Ifeanyi added 

trying to calm the scene. 

„Is Omolola really back?‟ Haruna asked with a cow face.  

„Yes, she came yesterday afternoon.‟  

Hearing this they both dashed off. They had not seen Omolola for a month but it 

feels like a year and couldn‟t wait to see her. 

**************************************************************************** 

The NDLEA office was still a beehive of activities as every officer was getting 

ready. Danlami called for a quick final briefing session which was led by Shade.  

„Listen up officers she said with a commanding tone. 
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Then she continued, „The plan is based on the surprise attack method. Keep all 

your radios open so as to know what is going on all the time. Don‟t be noticed just 

stay anonymous.‟  

„Wish you goodluck‟ she added.    

At this, the officers all went into the armoury and got weapons. Then they left in 

six different private cars with Danlami leading the way. 

**************************************************************************** 

Kola woke up around a quarter past eight still sensing danger. He tried to dismiss 

this feeling by taking a cold bath and eating. He asked the ladies if Haruna and 

Gbenga were back. 

„Calm down, it is a long way from Jabi to Nyanya besides this is the busiest hour.‟ 

Omolola answered.   

Just then they heard a knock on the door and Sharon went to get the door. It was 

the guys! They were all pleased to see them back after so long. The guys on the 

other hand were already missing Cotonou, the capital city of Benin Republic.  

„Come here boys.‟ Kola said with a big grin. 

„You guys did well.‟ He added as they came into the living room.  

After the greetings, Gbenga said, “We need to catch some rest.” This was however 

countered by Kola who insisted that they take their bath and eat before resting.  

„Oga Kola knows best, let‟s bath and eat first before resting.‟ Haruna cuts in 

leaving for the bathroom. 

They took their bath in a flash and headed straight for the dining area to eat 

breakfast. Then they heard a knock on the door. As usual Sharon went to open it 

only to see two strange men standing calmly. She asked who they were looking for 

and was shocked to hear that it was Oga Kola they had come to see. Kola tried to 

keep the crib off the grid and as such doesn‟t meet anyone at home except they 
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were his trustees.  

All this while Kola was in his bed listening and was quick to conclude they must be 

new customers. He quickly came out to the living room where the guys were 

eating as Sharon was coming in with the strangers. 

„I heard you are looking for Kola?‟ Kola asked them. 

„Yes, we need stuff!‟ one of the men answered.  

„Well, I am Kola!‟ kola said happily. 

On hearing this, NDLEA officers with pistols appeared from all sides. Kola tried to 

escape only to be caught by officers who had now surrounded the building.  

„It is over Mr. Kolawole Bayo!‟ shouted Danlami as he raced towards the officers 

who had caught him.  

„Finally the shadows leader who has been a ghost is seen!‟  He added jest fully. 

 „Bring the others and take them all to the office.‟ Danlami ordered. 

 „James, you and your team should to stay here and do a clean sweep of the area 

for exhibits and evidence.‟ He added as he joined the groups that were going to the 

office. 

**************************************************************************** 

Back at the office, the agency was thrown into a large party as the shadows were 

brought in while Shade went to grant Godwin his certificate of pardon. He was 

free! Yet he felt guilty for betraying the shadows. Shade who saw this in his eyes 

decided to see him off and have a little chat with him. 

„Look Godwin, I know how you feel; you feel disloyal but what you did isn‟t 

betrayal it is called „making the wrongs right‟. It is something that everyone needs 

to do. Now tell me, where you are going to?” she said as they walked to the car.       
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„To my mother in Kaduna, I think my dad made a mistake thinking Kola would 

take better care of me than she could. Thank you officer.‟ He  said as he entered 

the vehicle that was directed to see him off.   

**************************************************************************** 

Ifeanyi came back to the crib after a long stay in traffic. He was surprise to find the 

door open when he arrived. Upon stepping in, he noticed that no one was there. 

He went straight into Kola‟s bedroom and raised the carpet which had a hole 

where a Kola had hidden a safe box. He guessed the password right, took all the 

money in it and then he packed his things and left. On his way out he met Mama 

Ngozi, the food seller nearby who told him what happened. Upon hearing this he 

thanked her and went away leaving Abuja.  

 

 

 

The NDLEA are still looking for Ifeanyi while Godwin now free left for Kaduna to 

start afresh with his mother. 

 

 

 

The End! 
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